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IDduud rotatioaal Raman bigb-frequency scatteriDg by gaseous CF 4
M. Ellia$II\Ïnc (1), J.L. Godct (1), Y. Lc Du1f(1), T. Bancewicz (2)
(1) Laboratoirc dcs Propriétés Optiques dcs Matériaux ct Applications. Univcrsité d' Angcrs,
2, Boulcvard Lavoisicr, 49045 Angcrs c:edcx,Francc
(2) Non lincar Optics DivisioD, Institutc ofPhysics, Adam Mickiewicz Univcrsity,
GnmwaJdzka 6, 60-780 Poznan. Poland
Thc multipolc polarizabilitics contributc 10 thc far wings of thc coUision induced
light scattcring of molcculcs [1]. ln thc casc of CF4 thc binary collision induccd (CI)
åntcnsitics havc bccn SbJdicd at relativcly low frcqucncics and thc anisotropic spcctrum has
bccn dcscribcd with satisfying accuracy in tcrms of dipolc-induced-dipolc (DID) intcractions
and lùgh ordcr polarizabilitics up to 70 cm-I (2). ln this work, wc stud:y CI intcDSiticsof CF4
in a lùgh frcqucncy rangc Up to 180 cm-I. Furtbcrmore, wc prcscnt a ncw scattcring
componcnt duc to thc isotropic induced polarizability tcnsor of a pair of molcculcs of this gas.
We also propose 3D E valuc for the CF.. dipolc-octopolc polarizability. Fig. 1 shóws thc
cxpcrimcntal anisotropic pair intcnsitics mcasurcd for CF.. at 294.5 K using a convcntional
900 scattcring cxpcrimcntal sct up. 1t also givcs thc thcoret:ical intcnsitics rcsulting from
DID, dipolc-quadrupolc (D1Q) and dipolc-octopolc (D10) intcractions. Thcsc rcsults wiU bc
discusscd in dctails as wcll as c:~pcrimcntal and thcoretical isotropic spcctrum.
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Fig.l: Anisotropic pair scattcring SPCCtrUmof CF4 at 294.5 K (Stokcs sidc):
(+++) expcrimcntaldata; (-)
thcoreticalintcnsityincluding(
) DID. (
) DIQ, and
(. -. -) DIO for <Xo" 2.937 A3 and A'" 2.2 A4 [2] and E -=5.5 A' (our work).

Rcf. :

[1] :AD. Buckinghamand G.C.Tabisz, OpticsLcttcrs,1,220 (1977)
(2) : S.M El ShciIchand G.C.Tabisz, Mol.Phys..68, N06. 1225(1989)
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HIGH RESOLUTlON STRETCHING OVERTONESPECTRUM OF SbHJ
.IuhaLummilaand Lauri Halonen
Depal1mentofPhysical Chemistry, P.O. Box 13 (Meritullinkatu 1 C),
FIN-00014 University ofHelsinki, Finland

Hans øñrger
FB9-Anorganische O1emie, Universität-Gesamthochschule,

042097 Wuppenal,Germany
1be infiared spectrum of the third stretching vibrational overtone band system
of sûbine (400AIIE) has been ObselVed.1be measurements were carried out with a
Broker IFS 120 HR spectrometer in Wupperta1at resolution of about 0.008 an-l in the

wavenumberregion7080-7230an-l. 1be spectrum

bas beenrotationa1lyanalyzedfor

both 121SbHl and 123SbHl isotopic species up to J=12. Rotational analyses ofthe first
(200AIIE) and second (300AIIE) stretching overtones of sûbine have been peñormed
earlier1.2.
It tums out that the third stretching overtone fol1ows closely the behaviour of
the lower overtones and that vibrational energy is mainly localized in one of the Sb-H
bonds. According to the vibration-rotation parametres obtained sûbine is very close to

the local mode limit
1be model that bas been used in the rotational analysis treats simultaneously the
rotationallevels of the two vibrational states A1 and E including vibration-rotation
coupling tenns in the Hamiltonian.
We have also recorded the low resolution (about 1 an-1) spectrom and high
resolution spectnun for the fifth (-10362 an-I) and low resolution spectrom for the
sixth stretching overtone (-11857 an-l) with a photoacoustic Ti:sapphire ring laser
spectrometer. However, these overtone spectra show pertuIbaôons which might be due
to Fermi resonance.

1 M.Halonen, L.Halonen, H.BUrger, and P.Moritz, Chem. Phys. Lett. 203, 157, (1993).
2 M.Halonen, L.Halonen, H.BUrger, andP.Moritz,

J. Chem. Phys. 95, 7099 (1991).
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SECTRÁ of OVERTONE BANDS of
HCN from 4800 to 9600cm-1 - SOME NEW TRANSITIONS of
BENDING COMBINATION MODES
Wolfgang Quapp. and Artbur Maki+,
and Stefan Kleeb, Georg Cb. Mellaub, Siegbard

Albertb

.Ma.thema.tisches Institut, Universitä.t Leipzig, Augustus-Pla.tz,
D-04109 Leipzig, Germa.ny
+Depa.rtment of Chemistry, University of Wa.shington, .Sea.ttle,
Wa.shington 98195, U.S.A.
bphysikalisch-Chemisches Institut, Justus-Liebig- Universitä.t Gießen,
Heinrich-Buff-Ring 58, D-35392 Gießen, Germa.ny
The tra.nsition moments a.nd vibra.tion-rota.tion consta.nts of eighteen previously unobserved combina.tion a.nd/or hot ba.nds of H12C14N a.re reported.
Overtone a.bsorption spectra. were mea.sured with a. Fourier tra.nsform interferometer a.nd a. multipa.ss a.bsorption cell with a. pa.thlength of up to 352 m. The
tra.nsition wa.venumber mea.surements were used to derive vibra.tion-rota.tion consta.nts, a.nd the integra.ted line intensities were used to derive a.n estima.te of the
tra.nsition moments. The new tra.nsitions a.re 0113-0110, 1112-0000, 1202-000,
3200-0200, 3220-0220, 0312-0110, 0312-0000, 1311-0110, 1311-0000, 1331-0220,
2330-0330, 2310-0310,2310-0000,0312-0200,0332-0220, 1401-0200, 1421-0220,a.nd
0402-0000.
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HIGH RESOLUTION FTIR AND PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECTRA OF HCCBr
Olavi Vaittinen. Tuoma.4iI
hlkka. Marjo Halonen, and Lauri Halonen
Department ofPhysical Chemistry. P.O. Box 13 (Meritu11inhþl 1 C).
FIN-00014 University ofHelsinki. Finland

Hans Bürger and OliverPolanz
FB9-Anorganische O1emie. Universität-Gesamthochschule.
D-42097 Wupperta1.Germany

We have recorded vibration-rotation spectta of monobromoacety1ene (HCCBr)
in the wavenumber region 230 13000 an-1. 1be measurements were carried 001 with

-

a Bruker IFS 120 HR spectrometer in Wupperta1at resolution of aboo10.003 an-1 and
with a photoacoustic titanium:sapphire ring laser (Coherent 899-21) spectrometer in
Helsinki at resolution of about 0.02 an-] .
1be most intense band systems up to 4vl were rotationa1lyanalyzed for both
HCC79ør and HCC81Br iS010picspecies. 1bese spectra show rich and congested fine
structure due 10the two equally-abundant is010pesof bromine and due 10many hot,
overtone. summation and difference bands possessing enough oscillator strength 10be
observed. Altogether we found over 50 accompanying bands in the studied ten band
systems for each isotopic species.
Using the vibrational term values and rotational constants provided by the
detailed rotational analysis we were able 10consttuct an energy level scheme for the
vibrational states of HCCBr. Some of the observed bands show perturbations which
were attributed 10anbarmonic resonance interactions. To sort 001the perturbations and
to find labels for the studied overtone bands we used a simple Fermi resonance model
based on conventional rectilinear normal co-ordinate theory. Using this modeI. a great
majority of the observed vibrational term values and rotational constants were
computationally reproduced.
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HIGH PRECISION OZONE PARAMETERS DEDUCED FROM
mGH RESOLUTION SPECTROMETRY IN THE 10 JUDREGION

M.R. De Backer.B. Parvitte. D. Courtois.C. Thiébeaux
Groupe de Spectroscopie Molécu1aire et Atmosphérique
Unité Associée au CNRS : URA D 1434
Faculté des Sciences
BP 347 51062 REIMS Cedex France
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The 10 j.U1lregion is well suited for atmospheric studies. especially Ozone
which can be measured in the atmosphere by' absorption or emission techniques. The
avai1abilityof high precision molecular parameters is also crucial, and this needs high
resolution measurements.
At the GSMA-Reims laboratory. we have two different techniques for these
high resolution measurements : 1aser heterodyne specttometry and tunable diode laser
spectrometry. We need a good precision concentration control of the ozone amount
(better than 1%). Different ozone cells have been realized by our group : two single
path cells (3 cm and 20cm). and one multiple path cell adjustable fÌ"om2 m to 10m
and temperature controlled (200-300 K).
At first. we studied the same spectral range with the two spectrometers and
focussed our attention to the 1048.67 cm-I region near the 9P18 C02laser line.
The advantage of the LHS is that the apparatus fonction is well known and does not
perturb the recorded spectra.
We present a new method to take into account the diode laser emission
linewidth. Numerous measurements have been done to check the experiment and
eliminate systematic errors. Absolute intensity measurementswith 0.5 % precision are
achieved.
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The Rotational Spectrum of Trifluoromethyl Isocyanate

J. KOPUT,*W. STAHL,tN. HEINEKING,tG. PAWELKE,: B. STEGER.o
D. CHRISTENO
· Dep. Chemi3try, Adam Mickiewicz Univer.sity, Poznan, Poland,
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o Imt. Phy.sical Chemi3try, Eberhard-Karl.s. Univer.sity, Tübingen, Germany

The rotational
ground vibrational

spectrum of trifluoromethyl

isocyanate,

CF3NCO, in the

state has been measured in the region 3-15 GHz using a

molecular beam Fourier transform spectrometer.

The spectrum was analyzed

using two theoretical models: the model of a semi-rigid molecule performing intemal rotation of the trifluoromethyl group and the quasi-symmetric top model.

The nuclear hyperfine structure of 32 a-type J + 1

-

J rotational transitions,

with J = 0 to 3, arising from molecules in two sublevels of the ground torsional
state was analyzed, yielding values of all the nonvanishing quadrupole coupling
constants. The spectroscopic parameters of trifluoromethyl isocyanate were determined, and the molecule was found to be a nearly prolate symmetric rotor
with the rotational constants A = 5675,B = 1752.524,and C = 1746.132MHz.
The barrier to intemal rotation of the trifiuoromethyl group was found to be 48
cm-1. Some of the structural parameters were determined from the rotational
constants.

In addition, the values of the molecular parameters were estimated

in ab initio calculations.
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Vibration-Rotation
Spectra
of 13C Containing
Acetylene
in the 3800-6700
cm-1 Range.
G. Di Lonardo, P. Ferracuti, L. Fusina, and E. Venuti
Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica e lnorganica, Universitàdi Bologna,
Viale Risorgimento4, 1-40136,Bologna,ltaly
High resolution vibration-rotation

spectra of 13C2H2 were recorded in a

number of regions from 3800 to 6700 cm-1 at Doppler or pressure limited resolution. In these ranges cold and hot bands involving the bending-stretching and
stretching-stretching

combination levels have been assigned. Assignments and

analyses were performed taking into account the quartic anharmonic resonances
already investigated in the lower energy range.
Effects of vibrational perturbations

become more important at higher

energies, due both to the increasing number of levels which can interact and to
the dependence of the coupling term on the number of excited vibrational quanta.
Perturbations

hardly detectable in the low energy range can become important

at higher frequencies because of a reduced energy gap between interacting levels.
In 13C2H2 this occurs, for instance, for the perturbation

ruled by the K2345

constant, which becomes very strong when a quantum of "1 is excited in the
dyad 111
+113/ "1+112+"4+"5.
In addition to the vibrational perturbations,

strong local perturbations

have been detected, affecting, for example, the level "2+2"4+3"5 (IJnu).
The analysis allowed us to deduce a series of anharmonicity constants X?j
from the overtones and combination bands of the stretching modes, which are
necessary to model the anharmonic force field for this molecule.
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BIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED SPECTRUM 01' v ANDv -BANDS
01' METHYL CYANIDE
1
,
Jvrki Scbroderus. R. Paso, and R. Anttila
Department ofPhysics, University of Oulu, Linnanmaa 90570, Oulu, Finland

The highresolutionvibrationrotationspectnunof the highestfimdamentalbands v
(C-H-stretcl1iDg,A ) and v (C-H-stretcl1iDg,E) ofMethyl Cyanide (CH CN) bas

recordedusing BrJm IFS120 HR spectrometerin Oulu UDiversity.~

~

abSOrptiOD

path lenght of 20 m, sample pressure of 0.15 Torr, and room temperature bas been
used. The spectnun
bas been obtained in the area 2800-3930
cm-1witb Doppler-limited resolution 0.007 an-1.
The main features ofthe spectum are caused by the v l/v, -system. In addition,
tbe hot
.
bands V:tl+
. V:t:l
S ~ V:t:l
. and v1.+ v:1 ~ V:t:l
. appear in tbe spectrum caus mg Problems
in assignment.
The V Iv band system is mainly perturbed by the v Iv -COriolis-resonance,wbich
seems tA ~ quite local. In additiOn,there are severallÓcai spectral anomalies, wbich
can not be explained by tbe interaction between v and v . All the assigned Ksubbands ofv are visually perturbed, and tbe crossmjs in subtands 0, 1,2 and 4 can
be clearly ~. The Q-branch locatioDSof the v, -band indicate the resonances to be
mostly of rotatiODaltype.
The perturbers for botb v1 and v, seem to be combination
O.:t:2
O.:t:2
O.:t:2
levels (2v. + V2) ' (2v7 + V4) and overtone levels 2v6 .

In this wodcthe rotatiODal
constantsof fundamentalsv1and v, are reported.
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ANALYSIS OF

V3

AND 2v. INTERACTING BANDS AND 2v3
BAND OF 12CF.
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T.Gabard1, A.Nikitin1, G.Pierre1,
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2 Molecu1ar Physics Division, National Institutc of Standards and Technology,
Gaitheburg, MD 20899, USA
3 Computing Servicc, Oxford Univcrsity, 13 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2
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4 The Instituteof Physicaland ChcmistryRescarch,Wako, Saitama,351,

Japan
The ana1ysisof the infraredand microwavespectraof v3in interaction
with the 2 v4 ovenone of I'tF4 wi1lbc presented.Thc infrared and microwavc
spectra was recorded in Japan. The infrared spectra were recorded bctween
1250 and 1290cm-1with a diode laser. The microwavespectra were obtained
by double resonance.The ana1ysiswas pcrformcdto thc fourthorder using the
tettahedral fonna1ism.Only 41 parameters were adjusted (the v4 paramaters
wcre fixed 10the valuesissuedfrom the v4 analysis). 2003 infraredtransitions
were fittcd through J =32 with a standard dcviation of 0.0013cm-1 and
222microwavc transitions through J =20 with a standard deviation of
300KHz.
Ananalysisof the F2 and E vibrationalcomponentsof the 2 v3 band of
I'tF4 in the infrared between 2540 and 2600cm-1 will be also presented. A
spectrum was recorded using a difference-frequency laser in USA. An ana1ysis
was performed using an isolated band model to the sixth order in the tetrahedral
formalism. The 2 v3 assignments were initiated using predictions from a
vibrationa1 extrapolation method based on constants of the v3 ana1ysed like an
isolated band and anharmonic force tïeld ca1culations of the 2 v3 A. + E + F2
sublevel centers. Only 22 free parameters were adjusted (the v3 parameters
were held fixed in the analysis). 1005 transitions were tïtted through J =35
with a standard deviation of 0.0021cm-1 , which is larger than the measurement
precision. Some of the discrepancies can be c1earlyattribued to interactions with
the v3 + 2 v4 and 2 v4 bands as expected from the extrapolation of the ..
v3/2 v4 band system. The simultaneous ana1ysis of v3 and 2 v3 as isolated
bands wi1lalso be discussed.

1~5
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COHERENT ANTI-STOKES RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY OF
ISOTOPIC SPECIES OF AMMONIA : uNHa, uNHa, AND lCNDa

J. Jonuscheit, U. Lehner, D. ßlig, S. Anders, and H.W. Schrðtter
Sektion Physik der LMU Milnchen, Schellingstrasse 4,
D-80799 Mtinchen, F.R. Germany
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) is well suited for the
measurement of pressure broadened linewidths at low pressures. Our c.w. CARS
spectrometer [1] has been reconstructed around a new frequency stabilized argon
ion ring laser [2] and a stabilized tunable dye laser. resulting in an instrumenta1
resolution of less than 0.001 cm-1. It was equipped with a new data acquisition
system which allows the simultaneous recording of CARS signa1 and ca1ibration
spectra and the subsequent evaluation of the data.
We measured the pressure dependence of the CARS spectra of the Q-branches of
the 111bands of ammonia 1tNHS and the isotopic species 16NHSand lCNDS. The
data were obtained at pressures from 1 kPa to 80 kPa. From experience with the
previously resolved spectrum of 1tNHs [3] it is known that the spectrum can only
be simulated by introducing individual linewidths Av(J,k) depending on the
quantum numbers J and k of the symmetric top. Self broadening coefficients in
the Q-branch of the corresponding infrared 111 band have recendy been
determined [4]. It will be tested whether the theory applied in [4] to the IR data
is also va1id for the Raman linewidths.

[1] H. Frunder et al., J. Raman Spectrosc.17, 143(1986)
[2] F. Bauer, K. Sailer,S. Zeindl, A. Ruoff, and H.W.Schrðtter,
poster Pl at 12th European CARS Workshop,Villigen, 1993
[3] R. Angsd, H. Finsterhðlzl,H. Frunder, D. Illig, D. Papomek,
P. Pracna, K. Narahari Rao, H.W. Schrðtter,and S. Urban,
J. Mol. Spectrosc.114,454 (1985)
[4] V.N. Markov, A.s. Pine, G. Buffa, and O. Tarrini,
J. Quant. Spectrosc.Radiat. Transfer 50, 167(1993)
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ROTATIONALLY RESOLVED UV SPECTROSCOPY ON
BENZOTRIAZOLE IN A MOLECULAR BEAM:
EVIDENCE FOR 2H-TAUTOMER
Giel Berden,

Erko Jalvistel , W. Leo Meerts

Dept. 0/ Molecularand Laser Physics,
Unil1ersity0/ Nijmegen,
Toemooil1eld,651!5ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands
The possibility of the existence of molecules as a mixture of different isomers
(tautomers) has stimulated a large number of investigations by various spectroscopic methods aimed to determine structural and energetic characteristics
of these isomers in different environments which is important for understanding
their chemical reaction mechanisms or biological activity. Gas phase spectroscopic information is of particular interest because quantum chemical calculations are
most1y done for isolated molecules. For benzotriazole only the lH-tautomer (see
fig.) is found in solutions as well as in the crystalline phase. All quantum chemical calculations reported up to now predict the lH-tautomer to be more stable.
ln the gas phase, by microwave spectroscopy only lH-benzotriazole has been
found.

1H-benzotrlazole

2H-benzotrlazole

We have measured the rotationally resolved UV excitation spectrum of the
80 transition in benzotriazole (at 286.4 nm), by using laser08 band of the 81
induced ftuorescence spectroscopy in a molecular beam. From this pure b-type
spectrum, the rotational constants in the ground state and the electronically
excited state were determined. lt is shown by comparison of our constants with
those from reported microwave measurements and ab-initio calculations, that
the observed spectrum is induced in 2H-benzot.riazole. The structure differenceå
between lH- and 2H-benzotriazole will be also discussed.

-

lPermanent

address: Inst. of Physics, Estonian Acad. Sci., Riia 142, Tartu EE2400, Estonia
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mGH RESOLt.mON STUDY OF NEAR-INFRARED
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The BiN spectrum obtained from the reaction of microwavedischarqed
nitroqen with bismuth vapour in a fast-flow
system has been studied here. The near infrared spectrum

has

been measured with

a

hiqh resolution Fourier

transform spectrometer (Bruker IFS 120 HR). In addition
to the a31:+(at1) Xt1:+ (XO+) system previously identified
in LIF studies, two new band systems of BiN have been

-

-

to the transitions bS1:+(btO+)
X.1:+
a31:+ (a.1). The vibrational
and
rotational analyses of band systems yielded the following
molecular
constants of
the XO+, a.1 and b.O+ states (in
cm-I
observed
(XO+)

)

and

and assiqned

bS1:+ (bIO+)

-

:

XO+ (v=O-ll):
we=736. 570, wexe=4. 829, weYc=-O. 0187 ,
weze=-O. 000403,
Be=O. 343100,
Qo=-2. 526E-3,
ßo=-1. 29E-5,
'Yo=-5. 4E-7,
Dc=2. 984E-7,
QD=3. 3E-9, ßD=1.8E-10
a.1
(v=0-2):
Tc=10144.625,
we=501.647,
weXc=4.684,
Bc=O. 283773,
Qo=-2. 86E-3,
ßo=-l. 7E-5,
De=3. 653E-7 ,
QD=6. 6E-9,
qe=1.168E-4,
qD=1.15E-9
:
To=16242. 569, ~G.n=314. 723, ~G3n=294. 998,
blO+ (v=O)
~Gsn=283. 033, Bo=O.251085,
Do=6. 39E-7,
Ho=5. 07E-12
The vibrational levels v=l, 2 ,3 of the b.O+ state are
perturbed. From the A-doublinq constant qe and the
rotational constant Be of the a.1 state, the spin-spin
splittinq of a31:+ is estimated to be 2720 cm-1.
Weak
maqnetic hyperfine splittinq of the rotational levels of
a.1 shows up by line broadeninq of low-J lines in the a.1XO+ and bI0+-a.1bands.
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HIGH RESOLUTION STUDY OF THE 41;-- x2n 0-0
TRANSITION OF GeCI
J. Borkowska-Bumecka. w. Zvrnicki and N. Badowski

Institute of Inorganic Chemistry and Metallurgy of Rare Elements
TechnicalUniversityof Wroclaw
Wyb. Wyspiaóskiego27, 50-370Wroclaw,Poland
Spectrum of GeCI has been excited in microwave discharge in a flowing mixture of
argon and germanium tetrachloride. A system of red-degraded bands of GeCI in the
region of 330-370 nm was photographed using an Ebert-type plane grating
spectrograph. High resolution spectra were recorded in the 17th and 18th orders at a
reciprocallinear dispersion ofO.012 and 0.010 nmlmm, respectively.The spectra were
calibrated by reference to emission lines of an iron-neonhollow cathode discharge.
The 0-0 subbands of the system lying at 339.2, 350.1 and 350.6 nm have been
rotationallyanalysed. As has been found earlier these bands attribute to the 41:- - 2n
transition. The rotational analysis has been performed for three isotopomers of the
GeCI molecule.
A direct approach and non-linear least-squares procedure were used to determine
molecular constants (including the higher order interaction constants) for the 41: and
2n states. Program based on the Hamiltonian matrices was used for fitting lines.
The 41:- state molecular constants of the GeCI molecule were determined here for the
first time. The constants obtained for GeCl have been compared with those found for
other germanium monohalidesand discussed.
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THE A2E+ AND x2n STATES OF THE NO
MOLECULE FROM THE NEW ANALYSIS
OF THE 1- BAND SYSTEM

OF 14N160

J .Danielak, R. K~pa, M.Rytel and M.Zachwieja
Atomic and Molecular Physics Laboratory, Institute 01 Physics,
Pedagogical University, 95-910 Rzeszów, Poland

In order to complete, to extend and to improve the information
about the A2E+ and X2ß states in the 14N160 molecule the -y-band
system has been rephotographed in emission and reanalysed.
Under high resolution, by means of the conventional photographic
spectroscopy the following (thirteen) bands: 0 - 0 through 0 - 6 and
1-4,1-5,2-0,2-6,2-7
and 3-4 with total number of 3957lines
have been registered (1). After a detailed rotational analysis band
by band (2) currently obtained bands and the recently reported 1-0
band of this system (3) all bands were merged and the following
molecular parameters have been computed:
1. Rovibronic structure constants: Bv, Dv, and -Yvfor the A2E+
(v = 0 - 3) and Bv, Dv,Av, AD",Pv,qv and 110constants for
the X2ß( v = 0 - 7) levels.
2. Equilibrium molecular constants:Be, Qe,"', De, ße,"', Ae, QAe,
... ,We, WeXe,"', for A2E+ and X2ß states, respectively.

3. R.K.R.

- potential

curve parameters

for A and X states.

4. Franck-Condon factors and r-centroids for A-X band system.
(1) J .DANIELAK(unpublished results).
(2) J.M.BROWN, E.A.COLBOURN,J.K.G.WATSON ANDF.D.WAYNE,
J.Mol.Spectrosc. 74, 294-318 (1979).
(3) J .E.MuRPHY, B.A.BuSHAW ANDR.J .MILLER,J.Mol.Spectrosc.
159, 217-229 (1993) (and references therein).
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ANALYSIS OF THE B-X SYSTEM
OF THE 12C1H AND 13C1H MOLECULES
J .K~dzierski,

R.K~pa,

A.Para,

M.Rytel

and M.Zachwieja

Atomic and Molecular Physics Laboratory, Institute 01 Physics,
Pedagogical University, 95-910 Rzeszów, Poland

The five bands: (0-0,0-1,0-2, 1-0 and 1-1) ofthe 12C1H molecule
(1) and the four bands: (0-0, 0-1, 1-0 and 1-1) of the 13CIH
molecule (2) of the B2E- system have been obtained using conventiona.l spectroscopy and a Geissler tube. The spectrum was photographed under high resolution and ca.librated against Th lines.
The reduction of the spectra of the least-squares fit with the effective Hamiltonian of Brown (3). By means of the merged ca.lculation
the following constants for the v =0 and v =11evels in both electronic states have been computed: for B2E- - B,,, Dv, Hv and "Yv;
for x2n - Av, Bv, Dv, Hv,Pv, qv,qD. and "Yvand T~-~
V,v va.lues.

(1) A.PARA (to be published).
(2) A.PARA (manuscript in preparation).
(3) J.M.BROWN, E.A.COLBOURN, J.K.G.WATSON ANDF.D.WAYNE,
J. Mol.Spectrosc. 74, 294-318 (1979)
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GROUNDSTATECONSTANTS
0:. AND~ OF HJS""Br
A. CEAUS{JII). G. GRANER(I). AND IL BORGERIZI
(1) LaboraIoire de Physique Mol6culaire et Applicalions. CNRS. BiL 3SO. Campus d'Orsay. F-9140S ORSA Y
CMex. France.
(2) Anorganische OIemie. FB 9. UniversiW-<3esunthoc:hschule.
H3SiBris
detemúnation

a symmetric-top

of Ihe constants

W-42CYJ7.WUPPERTAL.

GennU1Y.

molecule. which belongs 10 Ihe poin1 group C)y. As it is welllcnown.

.4,.0:.

Ihe

and H: oCsymmetric-top m01ecules is diff1CUltbecause nonnally Ihey

cannot be obtained crom microwave specua or crom Ihe analysis of infrared spec:tta.
For monoisotopicHJSI"Br.
using Ihe high-resolution
perpendicular

Ihe ground state constU1ts .4,.0:.

and H: have been determined

Fourier transConn specua of Ihe perpendicular

overlOne bU1d 2 V~. U1d oCIhe hot band 2 vf

by

Cundamental bU1d V,. oC Ihe

- V;I. The melhod used CorIhe calculation was

first1y presented by BUrger et al. W.

t-2. K-1

v6-2

t-1. K-2
t-O.K

Fig.1
One way 10 obtain

Ihe difference

ð. which depends

on (Ao

- Bo).D~.and ~.

Three diCCerent specua were used ror Ihese calculations.
spectromeler

in Wuppertal.

&11reconled

wilh Ihe Bruker IFS 120HR

The fll'St covers Ihe specual rU1ge 1147-1384 cm.l. in which Ihe 2v, ovenone

bands lie; it was reconled wilh a resolution oC 0.0027 cm.l. using a 2.4 m multipass cell. at a pressure oC 6
mbar. The stUdy of 2 V: (paral1e1 ovenone bU1d) and 2 V; (perpendicular oVerlOne band). which inleraCt by a
t(2. 2) resonU1ce. is reponed in ReC.Z.
The second and Ihe Ihird specua cover bolh Ihe same specual rU1ge: SSO-720 cm.l. The less intense
(pressure oC 6 mbar. absorption lenglh oC 280 mm) penniued to analyze Ihe v, band.

and Ihe most inlense

(pressure oC 3 mbar. absorplion lenglh oC2400 mm) was used to U1alyze Ihe hot band 2 V:
recorded wilh Ihe same eCCectiveresolution oC0.003 cm.l.
Using Ihe wavenumbers
å(K.1)=

F(K.])

- V;I. Theywere

oC Ihe assigned transitions oC Ihese Ihree bU1ds. Ihe ground state diCCerences

- F(K-3.1) were

c&lculated Cor Ihree K values: K= 3.6.7.

&lmost 17S difCerences.

Ihe Collowing provisional

0: = 2.958(36) X 10'5,

and

H:

= 2.23(29)

results (in cm.l)

U1d 9. By a least-squares

were obtained:

fit oC

.4, = 2.843120(13).

x 10'" .

WorIc is still in progress in onIer 10 assign olher transitions oC Ihe hot bU1d (on1y Ihe most inlense
brU1CheSwere used Corcalculations) and 10improve Ihe StandanI deviation of Ihe fiL

1. H. BOROER. O. SCHlPPEL. A. RUOFF. AND H. ESSIO.J. Mol. S,nctrosc. 106.349-361
2. A. CEAUSU. O. ORANER. AND H. BOROER.J.

Mol. S,nclrosc.

165 (1994) (in press).

(1984).
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Synthesis and High-Resolution InfraredSpectrumof
Isotopically Pure 35CION02(Chlorine Nitrate)

Laboratoire de Physique Moléculaire et Applications
CNRS UPR 136, associé aux Universités Paris VI et XI
Bât. 350,Centre d'Orsay, F-91405Osay Cedex
(e-mail: orphal@psisun.u~psud.fr)

Abstract. CION02 is observed in atmospheric infrared spectra. It is
involved in the chemical cycles of stratospheric ozone destruction.
During our study on the IR absorption cross sections of chlorine
nitrate [1] we found that the spectrum of CIONÛ2 is very dense, due
to small rotational parameters, low-lying vibrational states, and the
natural abundance of 35Cland 37Cl(75% and 25%, respectively).
We have thus synthesized a sample of isotopically pur~ 35CION02
(starting from Na35Cl) in our chemical laboratory. Roomtemperature absorption spectra of 35CION02 were recorded using
the Fourier-transform spectrometer in Orsay. The spectral range
was 500-2500 cm-1, the highest resolution was 0.0027 cm-1. Before
the experiment, the whole procedure was carried out with a
CION02 sample obtained from ordinary NaCl (containing 75% 35Cl
and 25% 37Cl)for reason of comparison.
Using the spectra, the isotopic shifts between 35Cl and 37Cl in the
CION02 fundamentals, in particular in the V3(809 cm-1)and v4 (780
cm-1) bands, could be assigned unambiguously.
[1] J. Orphal, G. Guelachvili,and M. Morillon-Chapey,The lournal 01Geophysicaj
Research(Atmospheres),in press, 1994(supported by the CEC under contract STEPCT90-OO72"ISORAC-1").

S CEC research training fellow (contract ERBREWACT-925101)
. ......
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DOPPLER-LIMITED MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY USlNG
A MID INFRARED DIFFERENCE FREQUENCY SPECTROMETER
Gü. Basar.. B. Sompf. 8.->>.Kronfeldt
Techniscbe Universitãt Berlin, OptiscbesInstitut, Sekr. PN 0-1
Straße des 17. ]uni 135, 10623Berlin, Germany
Fax.: +493031426888, e-mail:basar@marie.physik.tu-berlin.de
We have constmcted a cw tunable mid ÏI1fi'amIspectrometer based on difference frequency generation in an AgGaS2 aystal. As pump sources we use a
cw tunable, computer controlled dye laser (Coberent 699-29 autoscan, dye:
DCM) and a GaAlAs index-guided single mode diode laser at 770 nm with a
power ofup to 15 mW. As non linear crysta1we apply a 25 mm long AgGaS2
crystal (C1evelandCrystals Inc.). The laser beams were combined collinearly
and focosed using planocon'Vexlenses into the crystal. The spatia1overlapping
of the beam waists were tested with a CCD matrix.
The inftared radiation generated in the crysta1was collimated with a CaF2 lens (f = 80 mm). The lightpassesa 50
cm long absorption cell and is focused on a HgCdTe detector. Using this.equipment we investigated several Dopp-

c

ler-broadened NO absoIption lines. We obtain a spectral
resolution of about 60 MHZ,which is equal to the emission

~

line width ofthe diode laser. An improvement ofthis va1ue
will be discussed. The wavenumber ca1ibrationis carried

!~

~
-

v

out by ca1cu1atingthe difference of the emissionwavenumbers of the dye and the diode laser. The measeredNO line
positions are a very good agreement with the values given
by the HlTRAN database. The figure shows a fust scan over two NO absorption lines R19.5f and R19.5e near 1937,0 cm-I. In the lower trace the marker
fringes of the dye laser with a free spectral rangeof 5.10-3 cm-1 are plotted.
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TIIE ROTATIONAL SPECTRUM OF PROPYNYL ISOCYANIDE

J. Gripp, A. Guarnieri, and w. Stahl
Inst. für PhysikalischeChemie,Christian-Albrechts-Universität,
D-24098Kiel,
Germany
D. Lentz, B. Meisner, N.Nickelt, and D. Preugschat
Inst. für Ana1ytischeund AnorganischeChemie,Freie UniversitätBerlin,
D-14195Berlin, Germany
In 1991Krüger et a1.* reported on the detectionof ethynyl isocyanide,HC2NC,
a constitutiona1isomerof cyanoacetylen,H~CN, via its microwavespectrum.It
had been prepared by vacuum pyrolysis using pentacarbonyl(I,2-dichlorovinylisocyanide)chromium,(CO)5Cr-CN-C(Cl)=CClH, as a precursor. The
molecularstructure, dipole momentand hyperfinestructureparametershad been
obtained from these measurements. Guarnieri et a1.** measured the
millimeterwavespectrum of H~NC in the ground and severa1excited states.
Subs~ently H~NC could be identified in the interstellar molecular cloud
TMC-l***
In continuationof this work we present the investigationof propynyl isocyanide,
CH3C,NC, generated by vacuum pyrolysis of pentacarbonyl(I,2-dichloro-2methyf-vinylisocyanide)chromium, (CO)SCr-CN-C(Cl)=C(Cl)CH3. The
rotationa1spectra of the main and a1113C and 15N isotopomersDave been
measured with a millimeterwave spectrometer using a glass sample cëll.
Structura1parameterscould be obtainedand will be presentedin comparisonto
related molecules. Additiona1measurementswith a molecular beam Fourier
transform microwavespectrometerallowedto determinethe nitrogen quadrupole
couplingconstant.
A deuterated precursor could be prepared allowing the investigation of
CD3~NC and its isotopomers.
*
Krüger, M., Dreizler, H., Preugschat,D., Lentz, D., Angew. Chem.
103/30, 1674/1644(1991).
** Guarnieri,A., Hinze, R., Krüger, M., Zerbe-Foese,H., Lentz, D.,
Preugschat,D., J. MoI. Spectrosc.~, 39 (1992).
*** Kawaguchi,K., Ohishi, M., Ishikawa,S., Kaifu, N., Astrophys.J.
~, L51 (1992).
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WGH RESOLUTION INFRARED STUDY OF mE C=C=C
BENDING VIBRATION Vu IN CH1=13C=CH1
F. Hetelund.,

O. Polanz b and H. Bürger b

a Department of OJemistry, AaIfmsUniversity
DK-8000 Aadms C, Denmarlt
b Anorganische OJemie, Fachbereich 9, Universitat-Gesamthochschule
1>-42097,Wuppertal. Gennany
S~etric
monosubstituted aI1ene CH2=13C=CH2 has been prepared from
(CH3)2 30=0, and a number of bands have been recorded on the Bruker 120 HR
FI1R spectrometer in WuppenaL The bands are accompanied by re1ativelystrong hot
band transidons due 10thevll1evel at 345 cm-1. We found it wonhwhile 10investigate the v 11band itself in order 10obtain a set of reliable rovibrational energy levels for
the v 11 state, which may assist in future assignments of OOtbands due 10 this state.
The vll band is ofperpendicular type having a compact structure with the Qbranches separated by ca. 1.2 cm-1, oo1y, due 10 the large value of the Coriolis
coup1ingconstant A~l~. 1bis gives rise 10 some blending of the lines because subbands with difJerent K overlap.
A set of spectrosCOpicconstants has been obtained from an upper state analysis
ofthe vl1 band. 1be model used includes q \+1 -and q\"i-rotational L-typeinteracdons.
and the signs of these constants are detennined from the observed splitting pattems in
the KAK = -1 and 0 subbands.
From our recent investigation of the perpendicularv9 and vlO bands W we have
assigned hot band series due 10v 11.A large number oflower state combination difJerences have been fonned, and these combination differences have been included in the
analysis of the v 111eve1.thus improving the spectroscopic constants. Assignments of
OOtbands in the parallel bands v7' 2v10 and v6 are in progress, and combination differences from these hot bands will also be included in the analysis.
W F. Hegelund, H. BUrger,O. Polanz. J. Mol. Spectrosc.l64. 152-166 (1994).
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TUNABLE FIR SPECTROSCOPY OF MOLECULES OF
ATMOSPHERIC INTEREST: APPLICATION TO 8101 AND
80CI
M.Bellini, E.Catacchini,F.Cavazza*,P.De Natale,and L.Fusina*
European
Deparrment

Laborarory ofNonlinear

SpectToscopy

(LENS)

of Physics. University of Firenze. Largo E.Fermi.2
1

- 50125

Firenze.ltaly

Many different molecular species participate 10the chemicalcycles of the upper
abDosphere.We have perfonned a study of the far-infraredspectrum for hypochlorous
acid (HOO) and hydrogen peroxide (H2OV. both playing a key role in the ozone
cycle. The nmable FIR spectromet.eroperaûng at LENS. Farenze.was used for the
frequency measurements. About 40 transitions of HOO in the rQl and rQz subbranches have been recorded with gas pressure ranging between 13 and 36 Pa.
depending on the transition strength. in the 1.8-3 TIfz ftequency range. In the Hoo
samples 3Sa and 370 isotopes were present in natural abundance.giving origin 10 a
crowded SPeCtI\1ID
in the Q-branch regions. taking aISOinto account the hyperfine
structure of the low J 1ines due 10 the chlorine nuclear quadrupole momenL The
Doppler limit.edresolution of our spectromet.erallowed us 10 observe well isolat.ed
lines. even if strong water vapour absorptionsare presentin this spectral region(H20
is abundantly present. due 10the productionchemistryof Hoo).
Pure hydrogen peroxide was produced by distiUationfrom a 30%. solution of
H2Û2 in water. A set of about 40 transitions in the r~ and rQS sub-branches. which
are the most prominent feabJres in the upper atmosphereemission spectrum of this
molecule. was experimentaUyrecorded in the 2.8-3.4 TIfz spectral region with gas
pressure in the 5-33 pa range.
Improved ground state parameters have been obtained for Hoa

while the

anaiysis of data is in progress for H2Û2 . In particular.for thismoleculea computer
program based on a model which includes Coriolis interaction is in preparation and
should give more precise groundstateconstants.

·

Pennanent address: Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica e Inorganica.

Università di Bologna. Viale Risorgimento 4.1-40136 Bologna.ltaly
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STARK MEASUREMENT OF DIPOLE MOMENTS WITH A
TUNABLE FIR SPECTROMETER
M.Bellini, E.Catacchini, P.De NataIe, G.Di Lonardo*, L.Fusina*,
M.Inguscio and G.Modugno
European Laboratory 01 Nonlinear Spectroscopy (LENS)
Department 01Physics, University 01Firenze, Largo E.Fenni,2
1 -50125 Firenze, ltaly
Stark spectroscopy is a poweñu1 tool for the precise determinalion of mo1ecular
dipole moments. We have used a tunable far infrared spectrometer (TuFIR) to measure
the dipole moments of two molecules of atmosphericalinterest, H2Û2 and HOCl.
Our spectrometer. operating in the 0.3-5.5 1Hz spectra1 region. is based on the
mixb1g of microwave radiation and IR radiation from two CÛ2 lasers onto a MIM
diode to produce tunable FIR radiation. This scheme offers a Doppler limited
resolution and 2s kHZ inbinsic accuracy. allowing to perfonn high resolution Stark
measurements with an accuracy basically limited by the extemally applied electric fie1d
uncertainty.
1be Stark ceU. made of two stainless steel plats. 40 an long. spaced by several
Zerodur plates. was operated at fie1dsup to about 5-6 kVlan. with gas presssures in
the 1.5-13 Pa range. Owing to the second order Stark efIect exhibited by bod1
molecules. very high electric field values were required to split effectively the different
components of the lines studied.
We will present results for different ttansitions of H2Û2 and HOCl. in the 0.8-2
TIlz spectra1region. Dipole moments are calculated with relative uncertainties of the
order of a few parts in 103.

* Pennanent address: Dipartimento di Chimica Fisica e Jnorganica,
Università di Bologna, Viale Risorgimento 4,1-40136 Bologna,ltulJ
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THE NEAR INFRARED AND VISIBLE ABSORPTIONSPECTRA
OF CH4t CHD3 AND CH3D
Alain CaIDP!!,ggeand Dmitri Permogorov
Laboratoirede SpectrométriePhysique(associatedwith CNRS).UniversitéJoseph
Fourier de Grenoble. B.P. 87

- 38402 Saint-Martin-d'Hères

Cedex (France).

The Intracavity Laser Absorption spectra of methane and deuterated methanes
have been obtained by the use of either a Ti:Sapphire in the near infrared or a
dye laser in the visible range.
The high resolution spectroscopy of CHD3 has been completed by a systematic
study between 10800 and 18000 cm-1. The rotationaland vibrational analysis of
the complete set of data availableup 10now (36 bands) can be perfonned using a
Dunham expansion or by taking into account explicit1y the strong Fenni
resonance between the Vl (Al) CH sttetching and the vs (E) bending mode.
In the case of CH3D the spectrum recorded between 11000 and 14000 cm-1 is
much more congested and only a relatively weak band at 11931 cm-1 shows a
regular rotational structure. As this band doesn't totally overlap with the
neighbouring CH4 absorption it could be of a great interest for the study of
planetary atmosphere.
By combinationof the ICLAS technique with rotationalcooling by an intracavity
slit jet expansion. an equivalent absorptionpath1engthof 8 km through molecules
of CH4 rotationa1lycooled at about ISoK has been reached. By this way. the
complexity of the vCH = 4 and S ovenone transitions of CH4 have been

drastical1yreducedand rotationalassignmentof lines with J"
possible.

= O. 1 and 2 is
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PRECISEDETERMINATION
OF LINE PARAMETERS
FROMF.T. AND
T.D.L. SPECTROMETRY.
APPLICATIONS
TONIROUSOXIDEIN THE3.5

-5~

REGION.

A. Va1entin, A. Henrv, F. Rachetand M. Margottin-Mac10u
laboratoire de Physique Mo1écu1aire et App1ications, CNRS,
Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Tour 13 Bte 76,
4 p1ace Jussieu, 75005 Paris, France.
Taking
into account the angu1ar diameter of the
entrance port and the residua1 chromatism of the Miche1son
interferometer
a110w to
improve the description
of the
apparatus function of the F.T. spectrometer. The experimental
spectrum, resu1ting from the interpo1ation
of the primary
spectrum by this apparatus function shows 1ines with a high
1eve1 of sYmmetryover a wide spectra1 range, independent1y of
the 1ine width.
The 1ine wavenumbersare then more accurat1y determined
and consequent1y very sma11 pressure 1ine shifts
may be
measuredwith a precision better than 0.0005 cm-1.atm-1.
On the other hand, very precise pressure broadening
parameters
and shifts
are
obtained
from the T.D.L.
spectrometer. The T.D.l. frequency emission is scanned by steps
contro11ed by the path difference in a Miche1son interferometer
(e1ementary step equa1 to 2xl0-4 cm-1 at 2200 cm-1).
The two sets of measurements carried out with both
spectrometers
consistency.

on v3 and vl+2v2

N20 1ines show a very good
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LINE "IXIN6

STUDIES IN Q-BRANCHES OF CARBONDIOXYDE AND
NITROUS OXIDE IN THE 3-5

M. Maraottin-Maclou,

~

RE610N.

F. Rachet, C. Boulet,
A. Valentin

A. Henrv and

Laboratoire de Physique Moléculaire et Applications, CNRS.
Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Tour 13 Bte 76,
4 Place Jussieu, 75005 Paris, France.
Line mixing effects

have been observed for several

Q-branches of C02 and N20 in spectra obtained from F.T. and
diode laser spectrometers.
The Q-branches studied with the F.T. spectrometer
concern the (2000)1 ~ 0110 and 1220 ~ 0110 transitions in C02
, either pure or in mixtures with N2' 02' Ar and He, and to the
1310 ~ 0000 transition in pure N20. The total gas pressure was
raised up to 3 atmospheres.
Line mixing effects
have also been exhibited in the
very weak Q-branch of a parallel band (1310 ~ 0110 of N20)
thanks to the T.D.L. spectrometer (signal/noise over 1000, high
stability and very good definition of the zero signal level).
Spectra
calculated using a simple model for the
off-diagonal
elements of the relaxation
matrix show a good
agreement with the experimental results.
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THE 7.9 ~

BANDOF HYDR06ENPEROXIDE:POSITIONSAND INTENSITIES

A. Perrin. J.-M. Flaud. C.Camy-Peyret,A.Valentin,
L.Schriver, A.Schriver, Ph.Arcas, F.,Rachet
Laboratoire de Physique Moléculaire et Applications, CNRS,
Université Pierre et Marie Curie,Tour 13, bte 76,
4 Place Jussieu, F-75252 PARIS, Cedex 05, France
Because the 7.9 ~ band of hydrogen peroxide (v6) is the
strongest infrared band of this molecule, this spectral region
is potentially
useful for remote sensing of H O2 in the
atmosphere. For this purpose, it is necessary io get high
quality parameters for the V6 band. Furthermore this molecule
is of theoretical
interest
as H~02 is one of the simplest
molecule exhibiting internal
rotat10n: the OHtorsion around
the 0-0 bond.
Using new high resolution
Fourier
transform
spectra
(~0.002 cm-1) recorded in the 1190-1340 cm-1 spectral region,
it
of

has been

possible

to extend the analysis(l)

of the v

band

H202 ' leading to an improved analysis of the (n,T)=~O,I),
(1,1),
(2,1), (0,3),
(1,3) torsional subbands. In addition to
the (~=Il, ~4=I2) torsion-rotation
resonances within the v6=1
vibrational
state, which are usually .observed for H202, the
energy level calculation takes into account the v2=1 <-> v6=1,
v3=1 <-> v6=1 and v =0 <-> v6=1 vibration-rotation
resonances.
In this way an excellent
agreement was obtained for the T=3
torsion-rotation
levels.
On the other hand, for the T=1
torsion-rotation
levels the agreement was less satisfactory
because in this case the scheme of vibration-torsion-rotation
resonances is much more complicated. Finally line intensities
were measured and satisfactorily
reproduced, and a synthetic
spectrum of the v band of H202 was generated.
Financia7 support from the European Communityunder contract
EV5V-CT92-0076is gratefu77y acknow7edged.

1. A.Perrin, J.-M.Flaud, C.Camy-Peyret, A.Goldman,-F.J.Murcray,
and R.D.Blatherwick, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 142 129-147 (1990).
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VIBRATIONALANDROTATIONALDEPENDENCEOF
RESONANCEINTERACTIONSIN NONRIGID H~ MOLECULES
V.I.Starikov and VI.G.Tvuterev
LT5,Institut

for Atmospheric
qptics 50 RAN,Tomsk Russia;
LP~,
Universite paris VI, France

The paper deals with a simultaneous account for extremely strong
centrifugal distortion and accidental resonances in non-rigid H2X molecules.
The theoretical description ofhighly excited rotational states for such
molecules can be considerably improved using tbe "generating-functionmodel"
[1,2] which takes into account a part of the anomalous centrlfugal distortion in
a closed form. Previous applications of this model were mostly focused on
isolated vibrational states [3,4] were the accuracy close to tbe experimentalone
was achieved. For the ground vibrational state ofwater molecule it gave [4]:

RMS = 0.00004 cm -1 up to J,Ka=10
Weighted St.Dev. = 2.1 (dimensionless)

(data ftomTotb)

for al1560 experimentally
available rot. levels up to J=35, Ka=20
(data ftom Flaud et al)
The first and second triads of interacting states of 820 were also considered
[2,5], thought the model was "mixed":G-function for diagonal blocks and tbe
standard polynomial expansion for interaction blocks which suggest a
possibility of a further improvement.
In the present paper an extention of the Generating-functionmodel to offdiagonal vibrational blocks describing Coriolis and Anbarmonic resonances is
considered. The vibrational and rotational dependence of interaction therms in
the Effective Hamiltonian is discussed.

1. VL.G.Tyuterev J.Mol.Spectrosc.151,97-129
(1992)
2. V.I.Starikov, S.A.Tashkun, Vl.G.Tyuterev J.Mol.Spectrosc.l51,130(1992)
3. S.N.Mikbailenko, V.I.Starikov, Vl.G.Tyuterev ProceedingsofXIIConf.
..
on High-Resolution IR and MW Spectroscopy, Paper J20, (1992)
4. Vl.G.Tyuterev, V.I.Starikov, S.A.Tashkun, S.N.Mikbailenko,10bepubllshed
5. K.A.Keppler, B.Winnewisser, M.Winnewisser, K.N.Rao, S.N.Mikbailenko,
V.I.Starikov and Vl.G.Tyuterev Proc. SPIE2205, p264-268 (1993)
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HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED EMISSION OF MgNC RADICAL
M. Elhanine, G. Guelachvili
Laboratoire de Physique Moléculaire et Applications,

C.N.R.S. UPR 136,
Université de Paris-Sud, Bðt. 350, 91405 Orsay, France

MgNC radical has been identified recently toward the late-type star
'IRC+10216 as the first metal-bearing molecule in space. The linear
ground state X21:of this radica1 has been observed using a microwave
absorption spectroscopy(1). However, estimation of the abundance
requires infrared information which is sti11unknown.
In this work we intend to observe the vibration emission spectrum of
the MgNC using high resolution F.T.S. The ab lnitio prediction of
molecular constants and harmonic frequendes performed by Ishii et
a1.(2)will be helpfull in these investigations.
Experimental methods for production of this high reactive species as
we1las the preliminary spectroscopic results will be presented.

(1)- K. Kawaguchi, E. Kagi, T. Hirano, S. Takano, S. Saito, Astrophys. J.
406,1.39 (1993)

(2)-K. Ishii, T. Hirano, U. Nagashima, B. Weis, K. Yamashita, Astrophys.
J. Letters 410, IA3 (1993)

